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PREPARING LECTURES
The subject must be studied and be well known to
the lecturer, even if he means to read his lecture, for
he must never be at a total loss to carry on after an
interruption or breaIi; in the proceedings, and It is
extraordinary how little it takes to put one off, confuse
one's ideas, and destroy the continuity of thought
which is the essence of a good lecture.
'
For a novi~e in lecturing, it is always better to write
out the whole lecture, arranging the subject in well
defined paragraphs, with headings or marginal notes
to catch the eye.
The stuff is there at any tate to fall back upon in
case of necessity, and it does so often happen, after a
serious interruption, that the mind is so c()nfused that
mere notes will not bring back to memory tQelwhole of
the subject to which they refer. It is certain that a loss
of continuity may be prevented, and it is unlikely that
a principal point will be omittea if the carefully prepared subject is written and at hand.
The subject matter must be carefully thought out
and logically arranged so that the train of thought
may follow naturally from point to point.
The language must be quite simple and suited to
the audience, so that all may readily understand and
assimilate wh&.t they hear.
This above all-the lecture must be short. There
are few men who can keep any audience thoroughly
interested for more than quite a few minutes.
It is necessary to mak~ the audience feel comfortable and at ease. But.at the se.me time care must be
raken to arrange them so that they are directly under
the eye of the lecturer and within easy reach of his·
voice. Any llttempt to take advantage of leniency, or
any undue levity, must be rigorously suppressed.
In lecturing On the training ground the men should
alway,s be allowed to sit down and slip off their packs.
It IS better not to read the lecture if it is possible to
avoid doing so, for reading frequently causes the audio
ence to go to sleep, and it is almost impossible to
avoid a monotonous tone which bas this effect.
To kee~men attentive for any lengtb of time it is
essential to arouse their interest. High flown languai;e,
long and involved sentences won't do it. It is neces
sary to talk to the men in an ordinary conversational
way. A blackboard for illustrative purpo~es, or mapa
and plans, should be at hand. .'
.
It is always well to illustrate, if not by pictures, at
any rate by Jeferences, such as to local' or topical
events, likely ta be of interest.
Pauses should be frequent so as to allow the
aljdience rime to digest what they have beard.
. Anecdotes may be introduced with advantage, and,
If the lec~er can draw at'all, even badly, itisa great
n:;set The crudest attempts at draughtmauship will
frequ<:ntly arOUse interest as well as afford amusement.
But while the style of address mny be breezy and,

jokes may be cracked now and again, it .is fatal for a
man who is not "funny" by nature to attempt
.. funniness" and to produce forced jokes.
If maps or plans are used it is very necessary, when
referrin~ to places, to point out the actual or relative
positions on the plan.
So if you can do without it don't read your ~cture;
know it sufficiently well to be able to "carryon" with
the aid of a few notes and headings.
Make the men comfortable. Talk to them naturally
and in an ordinary conversational style. Don't emu!~t~ the parson in the pulpit and adopt a monotonous
smg-song."
Rbuse up sleepy individuals by questions or otherwise. Keep up interests by anecdotage and illustration
but don't overd0 the jokes.
Repeat, if necessary; 'any special points which you
wish to drive home.
At the -conclusion of the lecture it is always sound
to have a short discussion and cateclW;m, when you
can ascertain if the audience has benefited by what
you have told them.
It is not a bad thing, after a time, to call upon one
or two selected non-commissioned officers or men to
give a two minute's lecture on a subject on which you
haVe previously lectured.

QUALIFICATIONS OF A SCOUT
A geoo Scout requires a whole heap of qualifications.
He should be extra smart, active, intc.lligent, healthy
and sound, have good sight and hearing and be able
to swim,
'
If goes without saying that a man who means to be-a good scout must be plucky, for scouting. requires
. courage, above all tbings; and it re<'}uires not only
·courag~ but self-reliance, that is to do things on your
"wn account without being told what to do. Courage
and self-reliance depend a good deal on confidence,
and confidence comes from training.
You make a big jum~ ovel a hedge or stream
because you have trained yourself to do it, and know
or believe you can do it
But besides having the pluck and the confidence,
the scout must also have the gift of discretion. He
must not take risks which are unnecessary and can be
avoided.
In his ' training the first thing a scout must learn is
to read a map and find his way. '
There are many aids to finding the way. There is
th~ compass, there is the sun, or thele are stars.
In
many places there are prevailing winds, and there are
always rivers and hills, or otber main features of the
country.
But you must learn to observe things. All men
who are not blind see things, but a very few observe.
You must train yourselves in observation. Look
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out for landmarks. Note what it 15 that makes one
•pers()n different from another, or one street from the
next. You know that it is different, but ask yourself:
"Wha.t is it that makes it so?" If you constantly enquire
such things of tourself you will soon gain the faculty
of observation.
On proceeding along a
Train yom memory.
country road try to remember where the church steeple
was, or where the big elm tree stood, or the pond or
the gap in the hills, etc., etc. Look back at conspi<dous objects, try to think what they wouldJook like at
night, get the outline of them against the sky and
remember them.
Make special notes at cross or
branch roads, or on crossing bridges and streams.
Were telegraph poles on the~ignt or left of the road?
Where did they first appear and when did they leave it?
A good scout has a roving eye. His eye is constantly on the move, looking for anything from which he
can learn something, for anything moving or which
appears strange, for landmarks, etc., etc.
You have practised acuity of vision Well, you
must turn it to account. The little cloud of dust <,>r
the column of smoke means something. The sudden
alarm of birds 0r of sheep has some cause. A spark
a glitter, a noise or a smell has some< origin. Ask
yourself what that cause or origin is, Anything which,
is, or appears to be, strange, or in the least bit out of
place req'uires itlvestigation.
•
Be on the lockout for" indications. Indicati'ons
denoting roads 'o r railways, rivers, or fords, etc., etc. :
indicatiuns of movements, queer noises, etc., etc.;
tracks of men of horses or of vehicles. They all give
indications. 'From them you can, if you know how,
read \\hen they were made, as well as how they
were made. You may learn the numbers, .the
direction, the pace; it is merely a question of practice.
But you must do more,than that. You must deduce from the foot print or track. If you see th)l.t a
man started running at a certain spot, ask yourself :
"Why? What caused him to run?" If a number of
horses left the road and went across country, think to
yourself: "What was their reason?", . .
The ashes of a fire give valuable mdicatlOns., The
state of a camp or a bivouac conveys much 111formation, if yon can deduce aright.
.
Remember that the enemy is prob!l-bly domg the
same a? yourself. To save your O\~ skin it is, therefore, necessary to take du~ precautlOns.
Keep hIdden as much as V<;lU poss~bly can, take
advantage ~f backgrmmd, aVOld ~kylme~. Mo~e
rapidly from cover to cover. Move 111 shadow or III
. - shade where you can.
Arrange, if you can, a means of ~cape from y~ur
position if surprised in it. Move silently as poSSible
and lea..,e few tracks.
.'
.....- ....-'<!..},.~Ye all things practise, not only m.makIng obser-
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varions, but in rememberIng what you have oberved,
and in cOllveying the result to others .

MAXIMS FOR A SENTRY
Be suspicious and enquire into anything which you
caimot at once account for, or which appears strange
and out of place.
You may think you hear strange sounds such as of
waves breaking on a beach, or.running water, or high
wind among leaves, or bird calls, or ..creakings, rustlings, etc.
.
It ~s quite probable they are no fancies: they may be
very real. Troop~ moving through long grass or over
shingle, or through woods, or over bridges, make very
queer noises. Scouts and patrols use signals such as
birds or animal calls. The alarm of wild anim~ls or birds
and frequently t\Ie disturbance of domestic animals is
a sure indication of the presence ~of mankind.
Dor::'t trust to your eyes at night, use your ears.
You sometimes find that by shutting your eyes you will
be able to hear better, and can locate the sound easier.

CARE OF FEET
We frequently see men fall out with sore feet when
on a march, but we do not always re;;ognise what
tha .. is due to. _
There are t"o principal canses:-(a) Ill-fitting boots
and ~ocks; (b) uncleanliness of the feet.
Both of these are often due to carelessness or
neglect either on the part of the men or on the patt
of the Officer in not looking after tbem. The boot
should fit well; it should neither be too loose nor too
tight or short. The sock should be soft-and smooth,
and not too thin. A good deal of the trouble with the
s'ock is that it shrinks and creases, This may be
remedied by shaking and stretching the Bock when
it is taken off and by changing it from right foot to lelt.
The inside of the Bock should be soaped where it
fits 'Over a ten<ter spot. But if the sock has shrunk
so much that it cannot be worn, Ii substitute can
readily be found for it. Use 110 newspaper as a wrapper. Put the foot on the centre ofa. newspaper page
and carefully wrap and mould it round the foot. The
result is 110 warm comfort.able covering which will last
for a couple of days or so.
Blisters should be pricked with a clean needle, and
chafes covered with soap or olean greaae.
Wash the feeli, if possible, once a day. If you cannot get water for washing, wipe the toes with a damp
cloth.
Sweating may be prevented by bathing in formalin
and water (1 oz. to 1 quart,) or in permanganat. and
water (mixed to a red tint.)
•
Boracic powder is very good for dusting sweaty
or sore feet, a.nd is chea.p!\nd eaay to,carry.

